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 Summary 
The aim of this diploma thesis is to design improvements to the efficient management 
of a multicultural team in a large international company operating in the field of 
information technology. The paper presents the basic theoretical knowledge of effective 
management, corporate culture, human resource management and teamwork. The 
practical part is focused on the analysis of the current state of the company that enabled 
possibility of proposing such measures which in case of correct implementation will 
lead to optimize and streamline the actual team management, motivation of its 
members, communication, performance and quality. To analyze the current situation 
were used interviews with individual team members and questionnaire. 
Abstrakt 
 
Cílem této diplomové práce je návrh na zlepšení týkající se efektivního řízení 
multikulturního týmu ve velké mezinárodní společnosti působící v oblasti informačních 
technologií. V práci jsou uvedeny základní teoretické poznatky týkající se efektivního 
řízení, firemní kultury, řízení lidských zdrojů a týmové práce. Praktická část je 
zaměřena na analýzu stávajícího stavu společnosti, díky které bylo možné navrhnout 
taková opatření, která pří správné implementaci povedou k optimalizaci a zefektivnění 
samotného řízení týmu, motivace jeho členů, komunikace, výkonnosti a kvality.  
K analýze současného stavu byly použity rozhovory s jednotlivými členy týmu a 
dotazníkové šetření.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Effective team management and connected concept of leadership are one of the most 
important processes of social influence in which is single individual able to use support 
and aid of a team to successfully accomplish common task placed among all team 
members.  
The main objective of this diploma thesis is to analyze general management and current 
state of multicultural team in a multinational IT company.  The main purpose is to find 
gaps and recommend appropriate changes and improvements that should in the end lead 
to creation of new applicable leadership system. 
First part of this thesis is focused on theoretical background that is necessary to 
understand main aspects of team management or leadership. Main terminology as 
leading people, searching of potential team members and definition of their 
personalities to competencies, orientation, motivation and qualification will be 
described in first part of theoretical background. After focusing on individual we will 
move to theory of interpersonal relationships and ways how can people in the company 
compete and cooperate with each other. Next part of theory is devoted to possibilities of 
choosing particular managerial style and its development. Last two parts of theoretical 
background is focused on performance measurement and evaluating of human 
resources. 
Following part of this work describes the company and introduce to the reader particular 
team and its members.  Description of the company and its team will be without any 
particular information as the company considers many of usually freely available 
information as sensitive and confidential. 
Analysis will be used to find inconsistencies, irregularities and gaps that could 
negatively influence performance of the team and therefore efficiency of the whole 
company. If some of them will be found the proposal of new leadership system will be 
designed including modifications of current processes that will be recommended for 
application in practice to avoid such negative aspects in future functionality of the team 
within the company.   
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DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES AND USED METHODOLOGY 
As it was mentioned in introduction chapter the main objective of this diploma thesis is 
to analyze current management and leadership systems, find any problems or gaps from 
which is investigated multicultural IT team suffering and finally propose a design of 
new or modified systems that will make processes and people within the team more 
effective and productive.  
To achieve above mentioned goals we need to gather enough information connected 
with every aspect of team management with certain level of quality which will be 
transferred into useful data and knowledge that should be presented to current leaders.  
Main focus will be placed on application of theoretical knowledge gained from critical 
review of literature together with practical insight to achieve really useful outputs that 
can be used in day to day activities performed by the multicultural IT team. Most 
applicable theoretical structure that is corresponding with topic of this diploma thesis 
has been found in Plamínek’s book Praktický atlas managementu: Vedení lidí, týmů a 
firem (Practical atlas of management: Leading people, teams and firms). Therefore is 
the structure of the atlas followed and it is naturally enriched with detailed theories and 
definitions of other authors with long term experience in leading teams or researching 
them.    
As a main source of practical information will be primarily used interviews with team 
members and their leaders. 
Another tool used to gain insight into every team member point of view on particular 
areas and issues is short questionnaire consisted of maximum 15 questions targeted to 
day to day activities connected with team within the company. Questionnaire will be 
delivered to the team members in form of hardcopies. If it will be more preferable to 
respondents the questionnaire will be also passed to team members in digital form 
through email, social networks and similar communication channels to make easier 
collection of necessary data. 
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THEORETICAL PART 
1 Definitions of main terms 
1.1 Management 
The term management is mentioned often in many kinds of multimedia usually as name 
for group of top leading individuals in an organization. In these cases is management 
understood as specific profession where leading and decision making tasks requires 
separate and professional qualification. The main definition is according to Štrach 
(2007) stated as: “Systematic process of using organizational sources including human 
resources towards desired goal.” (ŠTRACH, 2008)  
From general prospective of an organization is main function of management based on 
achievement of environment complexity regarding to ensuring of stability and 
accomplishing the best business results (TURECKIOVÁ, 2007).  
Between basic managerial functions belongs: 
- planning (creation of tasks and goals – strategic, tactical and operative; their 
prioritizing and continuity), 
- organization (effective structure of resources usage and their coordination), 
- leading people (support and motivation for human resources), 
- controlling (verification of achieved goals and objectives with set up plan, 
feedbacks). 
From historical point of view we can consider management as a scientific discipline 
since the 19
th
 century when Frederic Winslow Taylor (1910) stated that by analyzing of 
ongoing operations it is possible to achieve best practice and ways for this operation. 
Scientific management has been also described as taylorism and Frederic W. Taylor is 
considered as “father of (scientific) management” (ŠTRACH, 2008). Between other 
main representatives of management belong Henry Ford (Fordism – Mass production 
method based on ideas of accuracy, continuity and speed), Henry Fayol (Classical 
management - administrative management concept established on the idea that business 
practice of managers should be based on defined procedures, documentation and 
functions) and Max Weber (Bureaucratic management – clear definition of authorities 
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and responsibilities as official rules that are strictly followed, administrative acts in 
recordable written forms – organizational memory). From Czech representatives there 
are Tomáš Baťa or Stanislav Špaček (as cited in ŠTRACH, 2008). 
 
1.2 Leadership 
We can easily find many various definitions of leadership. “Leadership is process of 
social influence in which one person can enlist the aid and support of others in the 
accomplishment of a common task” (CHEMERS, 1997). Bělohlávek considers 
leadership as motivating and influencing activities of subordinates (BĚLOHLÁVEK, a 
další, 2006). Completely different approach has been chosen by Bass who distinguished 
four possible ways to understand leadership according to personality of the leader, his 
behavior, effect that leader caused to his subordinates and last but not least as a process 
of interpersonal influencing of leader and his team. Bass himself defines leadership as 
interaction between two or more members of a group during which is composed a 
situation or change of the situation that leads to influencing of perception or 
expectations of group members (BASS, 2008). For all above mentioned definitions 
applies one general point that leading people can be understood as tool to influence 
people. Success of this process is connected with capability of the leader to influence 
and motivate his subordinates to achieve set goals. 
 
1.3 Culture 
Leader and his subordinates are always influenced by national culture they were raised 
in. Culture is generally considered as everything related to human activities. It is system 
of values, attitudes and opinions which are specific for particular country or group of 
habitants and it manifests itself by common characteristics in behavior of individuals 
(NOVÝ, a další, 2007). Despite the fact that most of the companies are facing the 
phenomenon of globalization cultural differences still remain and influence cooperation. 
We can find many approaches for researching national cultures. For purposes of this 
thesis has been chosen three of them. Geert Hofstede identified five dimensions of 
culture (Power distance, Individualism/Collectivism, Masculinity/Femininity, 
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Uncertainty avoidance and Long/short term orientation) based on empirical research 
based on culture differences. Thanks to these dimensions he proved influence of culture 
on various areas of human life. Fons Trompenaars described seven dimensions of 
culture (Universalism/Particularism, Individualism/Collectivism – Communitarianism, 
Neutral/Emotional, Specific/Diffuse, Achievement/Ascription, Sequential/Synchronic 
and Internal/External control) which were afterwards tested in practice in many 
different countries. He deals with relationship between cultural dimensions and specific 
aspects of business such organization management, leadership and business meetings. 
Third research project is called GLOBE – Global Leadership and Organizational 
Behavior Effectiveness. The aim of this project is to explore the interdependence of 
national culture, organizational culture and leadership. It deals with the concept of 
organizational management and leadership in different cultures. 
 
1.4 Global leadership model 
Leaders typically have to create a vision, devise a strategy for its achieving and one of 
the most important is to communicate this vision to all members in particular group. 
Leader also needs to ensure understanding of the vision for everyone. All of above 
mentioned tasks gets to a new level thanks to globalization. Very important fact is that 
this phenomenon is not concern of large businesses only (PREWITT, et al., 2011).  
According to Morisson (2000) is usage of a multi-disciplinary approach necessary for 
leaders to be able to understand the communities where the organization is present and 
have the ability to work with and motivate people in the different cultures. Morisson 
also pointed out that global strategy, culture and development of leadership 
competencies are the main drives to move the organization forward in global 
marketplace (MORRISON, 2000). 
One of the most important skills that global leader needs to possess is based on 
relationship competence. By many various tools and assessments, organization can 
evaluate cultural sensitivity of the particular global leader before he is escalated for 
international assignment. Appropriate training of global leadership can allow the 
leading individual to understand impacts of his or her actions in relation to local 
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employees and their community culture. Therefore is the global leader able to motivate 
with relevant rewards (MORRISON, 2000). 
To summarize the global leadership model there are three essential areas which need to 
be included in model. Those are character, competence and community. Covering all 
three areas about should lead to easy success in pursuit of organization’s goals, visions 
and objectives. 
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2 Leading people 
2.1 Human personality and characteristics of a leader 
Success of the company is according to Plamínek (2011) dangerously dependent on 
very uncertain, volatile and hazardous factor – behavior of people inside and outside the 
firm (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). Furthermore is in Plamínek’s book described that evolution 
used for forming of human personality consists of two very different processes. 
Inherited traits are set in time of conception. These instincts, drives and archetypal 
patterns usually allow us to realize what is the most important for human survival as 
individual or biological kind and help us to create stable groups and societies.  The 
second process relies on capability of acquiring knowledge during a life and we used to 
call it learning. Realizing these facts and orientation in human personality is important 
for leading people as there is a need to know and understand which layer of personality 
controls human being in particular moment when we need and require certain behavior.  
There are also certain personality characteristics required from the leader of the group to 
be able to handle above mentioned behavior (NORTHOUSE, 2010). Northouse 
collected and sorted these characteristics according to various authors and we can found 
them in table below: 
Table 1 - Overview of effective leader characteristics (Source: Northouse, 2010) 
Stogdill 
(1948) 
Mann 
(1959) 
Stogdill 
(1974) 
Lord DeVader 
and Alliger 
(1984) 
Kirkpatrick 
and Locke 
(1991) 
Zaccaro, Kemp 
and Bader 
(2004) 
Intelligence 
Alertness 
Insight 
Responsibility 
Initiative 
Persistence 
Self-confidence 
Sociability 
Intelligence 
Masculinity 
Adjustment 
Dominance 
Extroversion 
Conservatism 
Achievement 
Persistence 
Insight 
Initiative 
Self-confidence 
Responsibility 
Cooperativness 
Tolerance 
Influence 
Sociability 
Intelligence 
Masculinity 
Dominance 
Drive 
Motivation 
Integrity 
Confidence 
Cognitive 
ability 
Task knowledge 
Cognitive abilities 
Extroversion 
Conscientiousness 
Emotional 
stability 
Openness 
Agreeableness 
Motivation 
Social 
intelligence 
Self-monitoring 
Emotional 
intelligence 
Problem solving 
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2.2 Qualification to a task 
There are two basic expectations required from people working for systems like firms. 
One of them is their offering/usage of human resources in general and second is certain 
level of required performance. These two conditions make individual qualified for a 
task and are usually summarized as competence. 
 
2.3 Human resources in context of competences 
Based on chapter 1.2 we need to define human resources regarding context of 
competence to a task. Human resources are not people but potential to performance that 
is carried by them (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). Whereas performance is usually easily defined 
and measurable by many tools, charts and managerial schemes, potential represents 
more difficult part as it can be difficult among some individuals to visibly prove it by 
above mentioned performance. Many of the managerial handbooks (Plamínek, Meier, 
Tureckiová) describe human resources as properties, capabilities and attitudes. 
Properties of every particular individual cannot be influenced by known managerial 
methods and we consider them as unchangeable or changeable in a very difficult way. 
Therefore they can be only acknowledged and used in working process. On the other 
hand capabilities defined as knowledge and skills can be pretty easily enhanced and 
improved by appropriate educations or trainings. Attitudes of individuals describe if 
people use their potential to achieve desired goals. Attitudes include willingness, 
endeavor, loyalty and motivation. This group can be divided into subcategories as 
opinions – what people think and believe and motives/desires – what people want to 
achieve.  
 
2.3.1 Development of human resources 
In Practical atlas of management written by Plamínek (2011) is development of human 
resources categorized according to capabilities and attitudes of people in the company 
(PLAMÍNEK, 2011). This is graphically described on diagram below which represents 
four types of people according to what they can do, what they want and what is 
expected from them. 
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Picture 1 - Typology of people - Capabilities and attitudes (Source: Plamínek, 2011, p. 63) 
 
Capable but not willing to people represents for a company a serious issue. This type 
can be easily emulated and can cause so called negative deviations which can lead also 
to loyalty issues. That is the reason why dealing with these people has highest priority. 
Capable and willing to individuals is the second most preferable category. It is a goal 
for every leader to get his subordinates to this category as soon as possible. In terms of 
preferences have people from this quadrant second highest importance as they need to 
be kept on track as they are becoming positive behavioral models for others. It is a 
common mistake to neglect these people because leaders consider this category as one 
without any issues or need to interfere.  
Dealing with not capable but willing to subordinates can be dealt right after two 
already mentioned categories. There are two ways of getting these individuals into top – 
right quadrant of diagram above. One of them is changing the range of capabilities and 
the second is based on adjusting requirements. Link to previously mentioned section 
about competences needs to be in place in these cases.  
Not capable and not willing to people takes last position in terms of importance. These 
individuals are usually very hard to move into desired top – right quadrant. This fact 
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should be recognized in so called trial period and in most cases it is up to 
manager/leader to determine whether or not are these human resources appropriate 
assets for the company.  
It is known and common practices that care about skills development should be applied 
hand in hand or right after enhancement of attitudes (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). 
 
2.4 Orientation towards company’s visions and values 
Orientation is determined as understanding of company’s visions and values and 
placement of particular human resource in this chain of necessities leading to success 
(PLAMÍNEK, 2011). What is needed is not only understanding but also accepting them 
as pragmatic, realizable, interesting and beneficial for employees so they can enthuse 
for them. Most of above mentioned orientation can be solved by motivational discipline 
but appropriate orientation makes company’s vision identical with values and interests 
of every employee. 
 
2.4.1 Placing tasks 
Task commission is dependent on role framework and working position. This is closely 
connected with task delegation when together with task is also delegated volume of 
competences.  
There are certain rules needed during task placement. Task should be according to 
Plamínek defined in a SMART way. Acronym stands for Specific, measurable, 
accepted, realistic and timed. He also describes in his managerial atlas set of questions 
which should be asked during three phases of task placement. First of them is context 
of task where we watch correspondent goals and role of task assignee. Task placement 
is next step where we try to answer questions what, how and when for particular task 
assignment and for way of evaluation. Here we distinguish what should be done, when 
is the deadline and what quality is required. Way of evaluation provides possible impact 
of success or failure and ongoing control tool to keep on plan. Last but not least is 
evaluation of result where successes and failures are determined. 
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2.4.2 Evaluation of results and resources 
Not only evaluation but also ongoing monitoring of placed task is used to be 
implemented during its lifecycle. Objective measurement is fundamentally assumption 
of orientation. Feedback for human resources can be done in written way and also in 
face to face discussion. Subject of this evaluation should be cause and effect of results 
and a way how to react to the achieved goals. Included should be everything from 
rewards to development of insufficient resources. 
Face to face feedback or evaluation session is supposed to be dialog where information 
is floating in both ways from leader to subordinate and also with same importance the 
other way around. The basic concept is comparing expectations with real performance. 
Plamínek (2011) also mentions set of rules like are for example: 
- firstly speaks evaluated person, then evaluating person, 
- present topics are discussed prior to those in future, 
- positive achievements precede negative failures, 
- core issues should come at turn before the personal ones. 
Beside standard evaluation of particular tasks firms usually divide this procedure as 
short-term evaluation which is focused on performance which is afterwards considered 
as base for long-term evaluation of competences (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). 
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2.5 Motivation 
Motivation is very broad concept and it is part of human resource management and 
organizational structures. It is connected with preferences for particular factors that are 
necessary to understand motivation and human behavior. These factors are persistence, 
strength of effort and preferences for particular outcomes (HUCZINSKI, et al., 2007).  
 
2.5.1 Motivation theories and definitions 
2.5.1.1 McGregor’s X, Y theory 
McGregor’s X, Y theory is based on behavior of particular workers who were divided 
into two groups – Theory X and Theory Y (McGREGOR, 1960).  
Individuals belonging to X group:  
- dislike work, 
- they must be directed to work, 
- they believe that their achievement at work is irrelevant, 
- they avoid any kind of responsibility, 
- the only reason for work is money for them  
- they are uncreative and dull 
Individuals belonging to Y group: 
- enjoy real responsibility, 
- they believe that work is as natural as rest, 
- their achievements is highly valued for themselves, 
- they have need to improve their quality of live 
- they have imaginations and creativity 
To choose appropriate approach to manage both groups above there is a need to adjust 
leadership style to every particular individual. That is also connected with changing 
business environment and current development of cultural and social aspects. Group X 
requires authoritative approach and group Y needs participative one (MORAVEC, 
2009). 
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2.5.1.2 Motivator-hygiene theory 
Another theory has been defined by clinical psychologist Frederick Herzberg in 1959 
and it is called Motivator-hygiene theory. The respondents of survey on which is this 
theory based were engineers and accountants. This theory’s fundamentals are in two 
factors: 
Motivator factors – aspects of work which lead to high levels of satisfaction, 
motivation and performance including achievement, recognition, responsibility, growth 
and work in general. 
Hygiene factors – main task of these factors is to remove dissatisfaction of employees. 
It is important to mention that they do not contribute to motivation and better 
performance. They include supervision, company policy, work conditions and pay. 
 
In 1968 Herzberg developed concept which advised managers to use motivation by so 
called vertical loading. This means improving employee’s skills and knowledge by 
giving them task the enable the employee to become a specialist in his field. It is right 
the opposite of horizontal loading which generates task with exactly same difficulty 
(RAMLALL, 2004). 
2.5.1.3 Maslow’s Theory 
According to Maslow human needs can be set in a hierarchical manner with lower level 
needs being a prerequisite of higher order needs (MASLOW, 1943).  
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Picture 2 - Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Source: MASLOW, 1943) 
Maslow also states that self-actualization or ergo needs could never be fully satisfied 
and even though the workplace offers environment or opportunity to become self – 
actualized, many people do not do so (JOHNSON, 1997). 
2.5.1.4 Vroom’s theory 
Expectancy theory developed by Vroom in 1964 is defined by three components which 
are valence, instrumentality and expectancy (VROOM, 1994).Valence is defined as 
affective orientations towards outcomes. Vroom states that there can be differences 
between satisfaction the person expects (valance) to receive and actual satisfaction 
(value). Second postulate of the theory is instrumentality. It can be explained as 
probability belief linking one outcome to other outcomes (RAMLALL, 2004). Last is 
expectancy which is passing belief that an instance will be followed by particular 
outcome. This is what differs expectancy (action-outcome association) from 
instrumentality (outcome-outcome association) (VROOM, 1994). 
 
2.5.2 Motivational tools 
Tools of motivation could be tasks themselves or causes of fulfillment and failure. 
According to Plamínek’s research there are 4 conditions which describe general way 
how to motivate people through their tasks. Motivational task should be comprehensible 
for the task executor, achievable, appropriately difficult and individually placed to cover 
motives and other human resources of particular executor. 
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Some general or universal motivation that would be applicable for all people in a same 
way does not exist. The most close to this concept is financial reward as it was invented 
as alternative measurement of material values.   There are two very important terms to 
be defined. Motive is incentive coming from inside of every human been. It is defined 
as desire to fulfill some need. Stimulus is on the other hand incentive coming from 
outside environment (HUCZINSKI, et al., 2007). Another noticeable fact lies in 
distinguishing between motivation and manipulation. While we are concerned in 
interests and needs of motivated individual we can consider ourselves as motivators 
even though we are taking care of our own goal. If we are strictly using the human 
recourse to our own purpose without any involvement in motivated individual we are 
talking about manipulation.  
Comparing stimulation and motivation could be considered as a simple task. People are 
doing what we need if we keep on giving them what they require which is mostly some 
kind of reward like money, benefits, prestige or possibility to grow in their careers.  The 
only disadvantage of stimulation is that once we stop giving people what they require 
their willingness to perform will probably stop. Motivation provides hope that this 
performance will continue even without effects of these outside incentives. That is also 
the reason why is it so hard to accomplish results because motivation is very 
complicated science and it needs to be individual as much as possible. Plamínek also 
mentions golden rule of motivation:”Adjust the task to people and not people to tasks. ” 
 
2.5.3 Rules of motivation 
There are six principles of useful motivation based on Plamínek’s Practical atlas of 
management. Considering easier alternatives to motivation is the first of them and 
covers already mentioned areas of definition and orientation. Fighting against negative 
approach of individual who “does not want” can be transferred with help of these two 
tools into “I can’t” or “I am not able to”. Then we can work on this reluctance and 
change the attitude. Second principle has been mentioned in introduction chapter 1.5 
about motivation and it is known golden rule of motivation which says that we should 
adjust tasks to people and not the other way around. This could be also understood in 
way that we don’t have to only filter tasks to people that fits for it the best way but we 
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can also change the way of placing task and make it customized for every individual. 
Third principle makes the work of manager a little bit easier. The rule says that 
employees that are about to be motivated needs to be satisfied at least sometimes and at 
least with something. A simple example could be in situation when employee is looking 
forward for a desired task that is about to start in the middle of the week. In this case 
will be the beginning of the week much more acceptable for him or her. Different 
people are sensitive for different incentives than us. This forth principle is common 
mistake for many leaders who anticipate that their subordinates can be motivated the 
same way as themselves. General rule that can be connected with all principles 
mentioned in this chapter is that getting to know our employees can be one of the most 
useful ways to understand their needs. Beside needs we can also discover fears and 
threats of our subordinates. After all the positive concepts of motivation are used 
without results there is a chance that the negative one can work because fear of 
something unpleasant can be same effective as desire for  reward. Sixth principle is 
based on position in so called motivational field.  
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Picture 3 - Motivational field (Source: Plamínek, 2011, p. 75) 
In every single moment is for particular individual certain state of motivational field 
which can be also described as unique combination of different motives. Distinguishing 
one of the three main factors mentioned in chart above could help us with ways of 
communication and influence of particular subordinate (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). 
 
2.5.4 Motivational factors 
These motivational factors could be from prospective of practical management 
imagined as personality, influence of environment and mood/state of particular 
individual or situation. 
Personality is one of the core influencing factors of motivation. It is also the most stable 
and very hard to change it. In another words the orientation describing types of 
incentives preferred for us is changing very slowly during the lifetime and is associated 
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with hereditary traits. For personality factor is Plamínek using so called motivational 
foundation that is directly influencing handling of incentives that could be also 
explained via Jung’s dimensions extraversion-introversion, senses-intuition and 
thinking-feeling. These dimensions are connected with the way how will be above 
mentioned incentives processed. Only instincts and archetypal patterns could be above 
this motivational foundation regarding layers of personality we usually inherit.  
Motivational foundation is closely related with motivational field described on picture 
2. Motivational position is based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. The behavior of 
individuals strongly depends on their actual state of mind and same way on their 
physical needs.  
Motivational mindset is very nicely explained by structural analysis of Erik Bern or by 
original ideas of Sigmund Freud. They were both associated with effects of parental 
(superego), grown up (ego) and childish (id) pattern of our behavior. Mood 
(motivational mindset) is based on emotions and because of its variability and 
transience is almost not able to be used for motivation but on the other hand is this part 
of motivational field the only one that we can see on first sight and create an impression 
or insight for deeper layers of a character.  
 
2.6 Competence - Capabilities, skills and education 
Insufficient capabilities of particular individual are subject of development of human 
resources. This phase is connected with picture 1 in chapter Development of HR and 
getting the individual to top – right segment. There are two ways of getting this goal 
done. One of them is modification of requirements and second one development of 
relevant skills. Second option is naturally better fit but the problem can be found in 
general limitation of educated person or in limited financial resources of firm. Modern 
education systems and programs have tendency to follow direct generation of 
knowledge and skills which are based on what participants discover, learn and create 
themselves during the course. This is then foundation for participants to fix and use 
learned objectives in practice. 
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2.6.1 Content and form of education 
There are several sources and forms of education. Generally we can call it adoption of 
certain skills or knowledge. Creation and acceptance of knowledge can be found in two 
forms – practical and theoretical. Therefore we can create it via thinking (theoretical) 
and experimenting (practical) way. The acceptance could be processed also theoretically 
by listening/absorption and practically by imitation. These four ways are usually 
combined to provide best concept and acceptance of particular education to participants. 
Already mentioned Plamínek’s atlas of management defines six basic forms of 
education according to two key factors. 
First of them is balance between acceptance and creation of knowledge. Participants of 
these programs are either expected to gain tutors knowledge via accepting most of it or 
they are forced to participate on creation of some output together with the tutor. Second 
factor is degree of reality input into learning process. Teaching is based on artificial 
model situations or on real cases via theoretical thinking or via real working process. 
Table below offers a summary of all forms of education. 
 
Target and point of 
learning 
(what should be 
transferred, 
enhanced, 
developed or 
offered) 
Concept of learning (is it created artificially or is it real?) 
More or less 
model situations 
More or less real and actual situations 
Training 
solution 
Real solution 
Knowledge, 
particular solution, 
model 
Scholar learning Consultation 
Learning from tutor's 
performance 
Problem solving 
skills, feedback 
Training Coaching 
Learning from own 
performance 
 
Table 2 - Six basic forms of education (Source: Plamínek, 2011) 
 
Choice of education form should be based on rational judgment. General scholar 
learning and model cases of training would be chosen if the participants are able to 
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deduct and project these general information into practice, understand reasons of taught 
steps to modify them and in case of need substitute them with different ones.  
Real situations would be advantage if we need routine performance or creation of 
habits. For this case are participants requested to induct - creating theory based on 
experience and practice.  
Learning form tutor’s performance and consultations are used for transfer of knowledge 
and skills and coaching for creation of assumptions for new practical skills and habits 
(PLAMÍNEK, 2011).  
 
2.6.2 Style and levels of education 
Education can be separate into three categories based on style of task that will be 
requested from us. First task category is “solve the issue”, second is “make it happen 
that the issue won’t repeat in the future” and third one is “find a way that issue is not 
able to happen at all.” 
First category is an example of particular situation when consultations, quick trainings, 
facilitations and mediations take place. Advantage is its simplicity and speed but the 
problem or issue can happen again. 
In second category we don’t solve the issue but we teach employees to problem solving. 
The scholar learning is changing to training and consultations to coaching. Expected 
results are creation of mechanisms capable of establishing balance and preventions of 
critical situations.  
Third category we teach employees to modify and improve above mentioned 
mechanisms. Connecting coaching and trainings with learning from tutor’s and own 
performance should bring questions if the people chosen for provide trainings are 
capable of doing so and if professional/external coaches are not needed for the 
company. The mechanism should be enhanced to level when problem/issue has no 
space to happen at all.  
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Traditional education is similar to one provided in elementary schools. 
Communication is based on monolog of the tutor and for every query asked exist one 
simple answer. The topics and methodology are strictly structured by tutor. Interactive 
education offers practice and communication level is changed to dialog between tutor 
and participant. Participative education is close to so called workshops. Discussions 
are dominating tool and they distinguish topics and issues to be solved. Free education 
is based strictly on topics offered by participants and the same rules are applied to ways 
leading to resolving them. Tutor is becoming a partner to help and guide participants to 
get on the right track and to use the right resources. 
Modern tutor don’t have to be the one who can answer every question but for teaching 
adults he needs to take a role of partner who brings perspective and context. He or she 
needs to respects his scholars and be able to admin own imperfection (PLAMÍNEK, 
2011). 
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3 Interpersonal relationships 
Working of two or more individuals together and their mutual interactions are basic 
foundations to group cooperation in every company because they are created with 
assumption that  people working together achieve more than every single one of them 
alone. Two people working together can achieve different results depending on applied 
interaction. The first example is “direct conflict” when two individuals pull a rope to 
opposite sides - their effort is subtracting. In a business environment we can imagine 
two project managers of the same company competing for a contract without mutual 
interaction and hiding useful facts from each other. If they would pull to a same side 
(cooperate and share all necessary information) the effort would double and job could 
be done in a half time or with much higher quality – result of addition of efforts 
therefore called “simple cooperation.”  There can be even better situation when efforts 
of two or more individuals multiply and that is called managerial term “synergic 
cooperation.” 
On the other hand a healthy degree of competition could drive competitors to better 
results. Competition can have its roots in motives of the competitor or it can be caused 
from outside – leader can challenge his subordinates by vision of getting one of the 
benefits (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). 
 
3.1 Stimulation of competition and cooperation 
Competition and cooperation are two tactics of interpersonal relationships which are 
according to Plamínek’s Practical atlas of management both strongly supported by most 
of the companies. More enhanced is of course cooperation that leads to more efficient 
procedures on every level of company functionality. Exception could be in relationship 
with competitors where market commands certain level of competition. Cooperation is 
therefore dominating in most of the situations but once in a while is emphasis placed for 
creating of more competitive environment for purposes of increasing dynamics in 
relations. 
Managerial incentives for stimulation of cooperation are for example absolute 
evaluation (reward is same for everyone who achieve certain level of results), influence 
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of outside pressure (needs to be bearable and manageable together) and dividing of roles 
(creation of mutual interdependence when success of one becomes success of the other). 
Incentives for stimulation of competition is for instance relative evaluation (reward is 
given only to 5% of best performers which means that success of my competitor lowers 
odds to gain the reward), preventing external pressure (free competitive energy is 
created between individuals in a group) and comparable disciplines (people do the same 
job and their outputs are compared to each other) (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). 
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4 Team cooperation 
Team represents a well coordinated group of individuals that in case of favorable 
circumstances (and also in case of unfavorable ones) gives a good performance. It is 
synergic group that is competent to give a performance that exceeds summary of every 
individual performance.   
Plamínek defines impact of team cooperation (D) by simple equation: 
      
 
   
 
In this equation d stands for component activities of team individuals, n expresses the 
number of members in group and f is coefficient which is depending on relations 
between members and their activities.  
For f > 1 is total impact D bigger than sum of component impacts d. Therefore we can 
mark relation of members as synergic one. 
For f < 1 is total impact D smaller than sum of component impacts d. It is obvious that 
efforts of members don’t add and it can also mean that they act against each other. 
Conflicts between subjects of a team will be described in chapter 3.3 Conflict 
management. 
In case that f = 1 are efforts of subject in team independent and their impacts d are not 
influencing one another. 
The leader or manager should create conditions when coefficient f gains values over 
one. The strategy of achieving such a goal is based on two seemingly contradictory 
phenomena which are sharing of ideas, goals and resources and diversity in human 
resources and their roles (PLAMÍNEK, 2011).  
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4.1 Differences between team members 
Disparity and diversity between team members are drives to divide roles. For our 
purposes we distinguish two types of roles. First of them are formal roles that correlate 
with work of team which is defined by unchanging processes. Informal roles can be 
seen in case team is dealing with some issues related to human or technical nature 
(PLAMÍNEK, 2011). 
For solving problems in a team are necessary informal roles that were also defined in 
book Management Teams: Why They Succeed or Fail by Meredith Belbin. He defined 9 
roles which are resource investigator (process specialist who ensures resources and 
processes and he/she also excel in case of standard ways failure), shaper (specifies 
suggestions into feasible projects), plant and monitor evaluator (creator and first 
opponent of ideas and visions), completer (finisher who ensures that nothing is 
forgotten and everything is perfect), company worker (draft-horse who motivate others 
and drive them to set goals), team worker (guardian of peace who ensures easy 
cooperation), coordinator (understands almost every area and therefore is capable of 
strategic and continuous thinking) and specialist (know exactly his professional 
area/field) (BELBIN, 1996).  
 
4.2 Sharing of company objectives 
Sharing is considered in this chapter mainly in regard to thoughts, goals and values. If 
the team is part of a firm it is influenced mainly by company’s culture which is defined 
as set of relations inside and outside of the company. Culture is influenced by two main 
types of relations which are relations among employees and relations to company’s 
thoughts. In real practice we usually meet mixture of these two types. 
In phase of morphing of the team from ordinary group of co-workers it is very 
important to distribute influence. Some of the particular influences are copied from past, 
some are newly created and we can slowly start phase of establishing basic power 
relations and dividing of roles. After this phase we are able to move to substantive 
aspects - goals. Forces that could first be within a team against each other are now more 
supportive and cooperating.  
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Result of process phases above is creation of team with certain characteristics. We can 
mention sharing of values, thoughts, goals, ways and methodologies, communication, 
learning form feedbacks and quality relations. For development and stability of a team 
is also important its leader.  
 
4.3 Conflict management 
Conflicts destroy balance and stability of systems but on the other hand they make them 
more dynamic. Violation of balance is nature effect and violation of stability is defined 
as special type of conflict called crisis. Crisis is typical by fact that it is able to reduce 
ability of systems to solve its own problems.  
Plamínek (2011) defined three stages of systems. Diversified team that has conflicts and 
it is able to manage them has all prerequisites to healthy evolution. Team that has 
conflicts but is not able to find solution for them risks major change - revolution which 
can turn working team into non effective one or even destroy its existence. If the team 
doesn’t include any conflict it will get sooner or later into stage of stagnation 
(PLAMÍNEK, 2011).  
From time prospective are important following types of conflict management: 
- mediation, 
- facilitation, 
- delegation. 
In all three cases are direct participants the ones who decide what will be the content of 
the common resolution or decision. 
About way of achieving a result decides direct participants – negotiations, talks or 
random choice or none direct participants (anybody else) – mediations, facilitation and 
delegation. Picture below demonstrate evolution of conflict and methods appropriate for 
particular phases of conflict. It is obvious that with exception of destructive phase we 
have always reliable instrument to handle the conflict with long term validity. 
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Picture 4 - Standard development of conflict (Source: Plamínek, 2000) 
Picture above describes how the conflicts between employees are developed and which 
methods can be used to particular developing phases.  
4.3.1 Basic principles 
Distinguishing type of conflict (violation of balance or stability of the system) can help 
us with application of basic principles to get to a desired solution. Stability is 
characteristic by presence of mechanisms that leads to a deal – for example effective 
communication. Missing of these mechanisms (partners are not talking with each other, 
don’t want to understand others opinions and therefore are coming over and over again 
to same non resolving conclusion) means that we should not loose time by handling 
main meaning of the conflict. In this case we need to focus on functional 
communication and in case we succeeded we can focus again on core content of 
communication and we can try to find meaningful resolution or deal. 
Another principle is based on levels of communication. System can be deflected from 
balance or stability by two types of conflicts – disputes and problems. Disputes are 
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conflicts when one side is trying to prefer own solution by any means. Problems are 
conflicts when both sides are trying to find single solution with highest possible quality. 
Disputes are harder to manage as we face issues with human emotional aspect. This 
exactly the case when we first need to deal with emotional aspect and after that we can 
move to core of the problem. In most of the case is very useful to name the issue with 
understanding as people with emotional block are not able to hear anything else then 
positive emotions of the other side – this does not mean positive attitude or agreement 
with the other side opinion. It only helps to return to rational communication. 
Third principle is connected with eternal nature of the problem and it is connected with 
attitude and interest of the resolvers.  Interests are usually easily managed if the 
communication partners do not have deeper based and hardly changeable values, 
preferences and instincts. 
 
4.3.2 Management of conflicts related to human resources 
There are five rules about managing conflict people in Plamínek’s Practical atlas of 
management. 
First rule is based on fact that we should not change people but we should remove the 
problems. If we correctly define the issue that causes the conflict behavior of the 
individual we can focus on it instead of the individual. 
Second rule puts at first place the person who is suppose to manage the conflict. It is 
right this person who needs to start looking for troubles in his own requirements and in 
functionality of the system. Therefore we need to be sure that we are unbiased and that 
the conflict behavior is not caused by the system environment or other people in the 
system. 
Rule three says that we need to be sure that conflict person is aware about his problems. 
The fact that conflict person is aware about the issues does not mean that he or she is 
also aware about the impacts. 
Fourth rule is about finding the causes of conflict behavior. Between most frequent 
causes belongs for example need to point out ourselves, hiding of own inability, 
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pointing out an issue, passiveness and not willingness to work and negative sympathies 
against coworker. 
Fifth rule is very simple. If you can’t manage the conflict person, find a specialist that 
can help. It is useless to be bothered by problem that can’t be resolved by you and face 
any inconvenienced impacts to your own personality. 
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5 Managerial style 
Performance of our employees is strongly influenced by company’s culture1 and also by 
leading person and his or her leadership style. First definition of managerial styles is 
dated to 1964 when Robert J. Blake and Jane S. Mouton (1964) published work The 
Managerial Grid. Their grid includes 5 managerial styles of leadership in retrospective 
to two main factors – production and human resources. Focusing on manger’s decision, 
placing key criteria on observance of tasks and respect against manager are three main 
characteristics of directive leadership. Formal leadership style is combination of 
increased awareness of manager to processes and to protection of leader from problems. 
It leads to bureaucratic procedures and it has negative effect on creativity. Liberal 
leadership is typical by free offering of rights and responsibility to subordinates. 
Liberal manager is temporary getting popularity but sooner or later are usually negative 
results ascribed to him or her. If the attention is focused on people and their results we 
talk about team leadership. Form has higher importance then core point and manager is 
just coordinating efforts of team members. Routine leadership can be characterized as 
careful and reactive. This style avoids conflicts that are not so important to deal with in 
short term and leadership itself is applied only cases it is really necessary in regard to 
circumstances. In practice we can meet combination of styles above. 
 
5.1 Developing of managerial style 
Vitality of company system is usually achieved by going through phases of developing 
leadership styles. First phase is adaptation of managerial style when subordinates need 
to understand what we want them to do and what are our requirements. Ongoing control 
of performance is difficult and expensive. In phase we would like to achieve stability 
leaders are placing requirements for people to work without ongoing control. 
Acceptation phase means fact that people acknowledged their roles and obligations. The 
leader is finally trying to achieve human activity, independent, reliable and pro-active 
behavior from his or her subordinates.  
                                                 
1
 A culture is the values and practices shared by the members of the group. Company Culture, therefore, 
is the shared values and practices of the company's employees. 
Company Culture is the term given to the shared values and practices of the employees (REH, 2012). 
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Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard distinguished in 1984 four phases of optimal 
development in their theory of situational leadership. In first phase - orders - is 
dominating  control above support, in second - coaching - is increasing support process 
with preservation of control, in third - support - is degree of control decreasing and in 
last fourth phase - delegation -  is neither support or control necessary (HERSEY, 
1984). 
Thanks to development of managerial style can leader get to stage when there is more 
time to be spend on strategies and context in day to day activities.  
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6 Performance measurement 
Efficiency is a phenomenon of today’s businesses. Measurement of any change in 
company is getting us from quality point of view into a quantity. Human performance 
which is basically work done by our employees can be measured by variables like 
quantity, time or quality. Measurement of human resources is very hard discipline and it 
has been developed since beginning of business.  
According to Plamínek (2011) should be emphasis placed on simplification, flexibility 
and easy understanding (PLAMÍNEK, 2011). Evaluated employees should easily 
understand feedbacks from their leader which is based on metrics and proves that help 
to distinguish success from failure without subjective insight of leader. These metrics 
(for example: managed servers per week by particular employee, time spent with 
manual checks of websites, number of quality issues per month) and their indicators 
should stay in same form in long terms as subordinates need to get used to compare 
their performance results through time and see improvements or deficiencies. 
In HR measurement we can evaluate knowledge which can be very easily measured by 
tests or asking the right questions or we can evaluate attitude which is even more 
important as they are key factors placed above skills and knowledge. Obviously we 
require all of them but above statement is sorting these factors according to possibility 
for change or improvements. It is also important to mention that increasing or 
developing knowledge/skills above requirements can have negative impacts in form of 
lowering motivation for this skilled individual but on the other hand it is still a better 
state according to exaggerated emphasis on increasing attitude. Great example is loyalty 
to company. We require this preference from our employee but fact that he or she 
prefers company’s interests over the personal ones can lead to instability in personal life 
or other personal or healthy problems.   
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PRACTICAL PART 
7 Company introduction 
Company for which I would like to apply findings of this diploma thesis is one of the 
biggest producers and providers of information technology services and products. It 
provides both business to business and business to customer solutions. The company 
has very long tradition in innovations and according to size of the company it can easily 
effort to invest a lot of financial resources into these innovations, methodology or 
know-how. The company also prides itself on its skilled and experienced personnel and 
on wide range of provided IT services, tools and other software and hardware products. 
The main goal of the company is to provide services of system integrator in every 
market around the globe. For purposes of this diploma thesis the company will be 
further more named as XY.  
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8 Analysis 
8.1 Specifications of analyzed area 
This diploma thesis is focused on particular team within the company. Its main goal and 
purpose is to provide high quality remote system management for Italian scope of 
customers. Team is composed of XX
2
 members. It is precisely structured and it operates 
on twenty-four/seven basis regime.  
 
8.2 Main goal of analysis 
The main goal of this analysis is to find gaps and issues that could affect functionality 
of the team. Analysis will hopefully reveal deficiencies for which there will be set up an 
improvement plan to increase efficiency and productivity of the team. 
 
8.3 Team introduction 
The team we will be dealing with is called CC Italy and as it was mentioned above its 
main goal and purpose is to provide high quality remote system management for Italian 
scope of customers. From technical point of view team manages both most used server 
platforms – AIX and Windows operating systems platforms. In this regard every 
operator of the team needs to have skills and knowledge of both above mentioned 
operating systems, relational databases, SAP applications, middleware environment and 
many more. Another requirement is perfect level of spoken and written English as it is 
official company’s language regardless of branch location. 
The team is composed of XX
2
 members. There are two managers leading the team 
followed by two team leaders. As a support for the whole team there is a focal point for 
administrative tasks, another focal point for dealing with specific long term project and 
last but not least focal point for technical support. Another level of structure is 
composed of four shifts that are operating on twenty-four/seven bases (early, late, night 
and free shift). Those are led by shift leaders which are in company’s terminology 
called dispatchers. In case of their absence there is another role set up called backup 
                                                 
2
 Head count is presented in complete version of this diploma thesis. 
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shift leader. Every shift has XX
3
 IT specialists usually called operators who are 
responsible for remote management and therefore for the main purpose of the whole 
team. There is also one shared contributor who is working on central shifts and supports 
technical areas for early and late shift. For better understanding of the team structure see 
picture 5 below: 
 
Picture 5 - Team structure (Source: Author) 
 
8.4 Methodology and results of applied questionnaire 
Questionnaire has been set up in a very easy and open minded way in official company 
language which is English. Team members are represented by several world 
nationalities: Czech Republic, Slovakia, Italy, Jemen, Romania and Bulgaria. 
Questionnaire has been sent to every one of XX
3
 members of CC team. From this count 
I have received filled questionnaire from XX
3
 of them. Return of questionnaire is 
therefore XX
3 
%. From these respondents are seven of them working on leader positions 
                                                 
3
 Head count is presented in complete version of this diploma thesis. 
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and XX as operators of CC team. Some of the collected had some gaps which were not 
significant and therefore they were all included into the research. 
Outputs of the questionnaire have been used throughout whole section about uncovering 
deficiencies and in improvement plan by verbal description of particular findings.  
 
8.5 Gaps and issues related to investigated team 
The team is dealing with many deficiencies which are mostly connected with gaps in 
specification of performed procedures, communication between other teams, structure 
of the team and therefore with human resources, their availability, skills, knowledge, 
motivation and willingness to follow company ideas and visions.  
To discover main issues there is necessity to mention recent changes the team went 
through. Even though there were some issues to be solved before, nowadays is the team 
dealing with transformation which will highly influence its functionality.  
Before June 2012 there were two teams managing different scope of Italian customers. 
Head of the management raised a proposal to merge teams dealing with Italian 
customers to a single team. Reasons for it are most probably reduction of costs, 
increasing in dynamics, enhanced leadership, possibility to exchange human resources 
between former teams in case of unavailability and balancing the teams in terms of 
skills and knowledge. 
 
8.5.1 Specification of performed procedures of the team 
It is a common practice that client or customer comes at first place and his or her wishes 
and requirements are company’s highest priority. Even thought we take away the matter 
of finance as they are one of the key factors for providing appropriate services or 
products we have to deal with a long chain of procedures, rules and documentations that 
leads us from very first customer requirement to simple task the operator of command 
center is performing on day to day basis. 
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The main problem consist in fact that managing hundreds or thousands of servers is an 
ongoing process which is changing very often and therefore it is very hard to keep 
instructions for particular machine up to date and valid. Nevertheless the team we are 
involved in has very sufficient system to keep those instructions updated. Unfortunately, 
the problem lies in the ability of man to make mistakes. 
To better imagine technical problematic of this issue we need to draw a simple example. 
Imagine a very simple customer owning a single UNIX
4
 server machine hosted in 
customer site. Our company is providing remote management of the system and 
therefore it is responsible for operating functionality of it. For our example we draw up 
situation of full /home file system (fs) where threshold is 80% and the usage of this fs is 
now 87%. Then the operator starts a process of checking the server issue that we will 
call for purposes of this thesis as monitoring procedure. The first thing the operator has 
to do is to check if this problem is real, temporary or fake. After verifying the real state 
of this fs he or she needs to check if somebody else is not already working on this 
problem and then the operator needs to go to documentation database that is provided 
for this machine by the customer. There he or she can find the above mentioned 
threshold and appropriate action that should be followed when fs reaches this value. 
Let’s say the instruction says to solve the issue by enlarging the fs above threshold 
value. Operator takes appropriate steps and he or she will simply fix the issue by getting 
/home fs to 78% of used space.  
The problem rises in case the customer changes his/her mind and requires a different 
action to solve the issue. For instance the customer does not have resources to enlarge 
the fs and it is required to clean the data already stored inside. No one else then 
customer knows which data are important for him so the only action required is sending 
an email notification about current status of the fs to a particular customer address.  
                                                 
4
 “Today, the definition of UNIX ® takes the form of the worldwide Single UNIX Specification 
integrating X/Open Company's XPG4, IEEE's POSIX Standards and ISO C. Through continual evolution, 
the Single UNIX Specification is the defacto and dejure standard definition for the UNIX system 
application programming interfaces. As the owner of the UNIX trademark, The Open Group has 
separated the UNIX trademark from any actual code stream itself, thus allowing multiple 
implementations. Since the introduction of the Single UNIX Specification, there has been a single, open, 
consensus specification that defines the requirements for a conformant UNIX system. 
 
There is also a mark, or brand, that is used to identify those products that have been certified as 
conforming to the Single UNIX Specification, initially UNIX 93, followed subsequently by UNIX 95, 
UNIX 98 and now UNIX 03.” (The Open Group, 2010) 
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The main point is that there needs to be proper and timely appropriate communication 
between both sides to adjust customer requirements and change or upgrade current 
documentation for this fs in way it best suits the customer.  
Having a documentation change like the one described above is a very simple task but 
updating documentation for hundreds of servers which are consisted of many file 
systems, processes or other applications requires proper system where everybody that 
has something to do with particular change is well informed, continuously updated  and 
appropriately instructed. Unfortunately the system is failing and therefore there is a 
need for inclusion of this issue into improvement plan. 
 
8.5.2 Communication within the team 
Communication is one of the critical factors in process of leadership. It is way how 
members of the team convey information, expresses own opinions, wishes, ideas, 
expectations and requirements. Goal of communication is to lead our communication 
partner to listen to us, understand us and in most of the cases also to follow and act in 
accordance with our standpoint (TURECKIOVÁ, 2007).  
Problems described in this chapter are connected with imperfection of communication 
process regarding hand-over of any kind of information within the team that leads to 
human errors. Team of XY company is using as a main communication tool e-mail 
messages and interoperate instant messenger. This is an efficient way till the amount of 
information did force operators to consider important information as spam.  This 
affection can’t be tolerated. On the other hand questionnaire survey came out with fact 
that many operators (75%) are complaining that most of this “spam considered” email 
communication is not needed at all for their day to day practice as the acknowledgement 
of the information is duplicated in process of handling every single problem in process 
of monitoring procedure. Reading and acknowledging of not important or duplicated 
information lead to waste of time that every operator can spend on acts or operations 
that are really important to customer or client. 
Another insufficient communication gaps stems from inability of proper hand-over of 
important information from shift to shift in twenty-four/seven regime system. The 
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service needs to be provided every single day, hour and minute. This never ending 
process without interruption is key success factor for the company and to all its clients. 
Clients or customers are in this manner considered not only as users of their own 
resources managed by the company but also as potential administrators of their own 
systems who have rights to modify content or setting of these resources. That could in 
case of announced activity cause a negative impact for both sides - administrative 
authority (our company) and client itself - as both can perform some actions on one 
system in same time and thwart the efforts of each other. If we are considering above 
scenario as announced activity and appropriate information from client side has been 
transferred to our company we need to focus on time frames of these activities and find 
a way to hand-over this information to all potentially affected operators regardless of 
time borders of every shift. 
 
8.5.3 Communication outside the team 
Information flowing from outside environment into our team is also mainly managed by 
email communication but also via regularly send newsletters, automatic generating 
system messages generated by variety of used tools, instant messaging and of course via 
verbal form from second line management during meetings. Our team does not directly 
communicate with customers but there is a specific position set up as role in the middle 
between us and customer. This person is also responsible for managing provided 
documentations, instructions, customer requirements and wishes. He or she is also 
responsible to communicate this to our team and provide us guidance in unprecedented 
situations when customer needs to be informed before any action is taken.  This person 
is not working on twenty-four/seven regime and therefore in most of the cases is needed 
to communicate with him or her via phone. Here rises another issue with understanding 
between these two sides caused by unsound level of English language. Most likely and 
unfortunately is the blame on Italian part and therefore there is a gap or niche for 
improvements. Ineffective email communication has been already mentioned in chapter 
8.4.2 and same rules apply in outside information flow as well. 
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8.5.4 Structure of the team 
Structure of the team has been already described in team introduction chapter. Effective 
and productive functionality of the team depends highly on its structure and availability 
of human resources. It is common practice that CC team has high flow of newcomers. 
This can be caused by several reasons, for example up-skilling current team members to 
higher positions or they simply leave the company for better offer somewhere else. 
First issue appearing in common practice is unbalanced shifts regarding headcounts and 
what is more important also regarding skills and knowledge. It can happen from time to 
time that as people are coming and leaving the team the shifts has different number of 
members but  regardless this fact there is a need that management needs to act quickly 
and these changes has to reflect current status of human resources to have balanced 
amount of resources per each shift. On the other hand it can’t be an often solution as we 
can’t effort to change an operator to another shift every month because of social reasons 
and also for reasons of already planned vacations etc.  
Same rule applies in case that two experienced operators leave a shift and we have to 
provide balancing of skills among all shift to avoid quality issues till these two 
resources are adequately substituted.  
Another problem is hidden in application of sufficient shift plan in twenty-four/seven 
regime. We need to manage effective swap of the shifts covering continuous 
functionality of the team. We are dealing with rotation of four shifts, each of them 
working at top average 40 hours a week. There are following standardized shift plans 
that could be applicable for our team: 
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Picture 6 - Shift plan - Option 1 
Shift plan above has twenty eight day rotation when all shifts are covered by all 
members of each shift.  
 
Picture 7 - Shift plan - Option 2 (Split Shifts) 
Second option has feature of split shifts when one weekend in a month is covered only 
by two shifts. One shift is split into half for early and late shift and second one is 
covering night shift. This allows longer days off between blocks of working days. On 
the other hand is this plan applicable only in case of lower workload during the 
weekend. 
 
8.5.5 Skills and knowledge of team members 
The profile of CC operator should be identical with IT specialist who is aware of most 
of the operating system platforms (mostly Windows and AIX), understands relational 
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databases (Oracle and DB2), sap, WebShperes, backups and few more specific 
environments according to customer needs. He should also speak fluently English 
(Italian language is strong advantage) and be willing to follow company’s values, plans 
or visions.  
That doesn’t mean he needs to have all of these knowledge before he comes working to 
CC team. Many of them will be taught to operator during his or her probation period 
and he/she gains experience in upcoming weeks and months working for CC.  
Company also provides wide sources for self education. Every technical area needed for 
operator is covered via several e-learning courses accessible from company’s intranet 
site.  Other options are intern education course classes provided by higher technical 
levels of customer support. They are usually scheduled for 5 working days and provide 
theoretical and practical exercises which help participants to understand and improve 
their knowledge in needed technical areas (Windows OS, UNIX OS, databases, etc). 
Last of offered options for operators are paid courses outside the company in extern 
facilities. These are usually very costly and participants need to go through nominations 
and approval procedure led by manager of the team. He or she needs to decide whether 
or not is the participation in this course deserved by previous results and if this 
investment will be appropriately used for needs of the whole team.  
Even though most of the operators went through same probation period the level of 
skills and knowledge varies a lot across the team. The main issue is spotted in 
integration of newcomers into the team and to the working process. In common practice 
acknowledgment of independent handling of the workload takes too much time and 
therefore the company is unable to discover irregularities or deficiencies connected with 
newcomer skills needed for the job. Three months trial period is insufficiently used and 
company loses opportunity to find more appropriate candidate for the position because 
these deficiencies are discovered too late. That is the reason why this will be also part of 
the improvement plan. 
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8.5.6 Motivation and sense of ownership 
As it was mentioned in theoretical part people are doing what we need if we keep on 
giving them what they require which is mostly some kind of reward like money, 
benefits, prestige or possibility to grow in their careers. In every practice there are 
certain limitations of all these rewards.  
Our team suffers a lot from lack of motivation and sense of ownership. Discussing the 
main issues in our CC with management of the team we found out that these two things 
are to most threatening factors and it is also a reason why there is such a big outflow of 
operators. The survey showed that almost 85% of employees are de-motivated from 
various reasons (low salary, bureaucracy within the team and company in general, old 
or not updated instructions in main operator’s activities, etc). 
Taking into consideration first above mentioned kind of reward, we will meet with very 
strict application. Almost every company keeps its financial budget very close to the 
chest. Operators in CC team are rewarded every year by a bonus split among them. 
Once in a year there is also regular salary increase. Both of these financial rewards are 
divided by percentage assessment based on set of managerial rules that are not visible 
and transparent for team members. 
With other benefits it is very simple. Operators don’t have any. That is also connected 
with prestige. Working for the company has been a prestige job before. Since that time 
something changed and the value of the company is not spread across its employees as 
it was done before. Of course it is not only about the rewards but most likely about 
mind set of operators. There are certain operators in the team that are bored of their day 
to day job and therefore when it comes for example to skill transfer to a newcomer it 
reflects operator’s personal state of mind which can result in de-motivating chatting. 
The main point is that some of the operators simply don’t care what happens with the 
assets they are managing in case of late or wrong action performed by them. They don’t 
see their actions evaluated according to comparison of their own performance with 
others as the rewards are given by manager based on personal evaluation and feedbacks 
discussed on quarterly basis between four eyes.  So both, the reward and the results are 
simply not visible to the rest of the team and therefore it cannot influence the others 
performance in any way.  
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8.5.7 Merging 
Chapter 8.4 mentioned an influence of team functionality by merging of two former 
teams into one. Merging itself is not an issue but it does affect the team in several areas 
which have been sorted out in a very different way.  
One of the issues is workload. Despite the fact that both teams were taking care of same 
amount of servers, they are receiving many more alerts and errors. These are in most of 
the cases fakes and therefore they should not be monitored. The gap in here is caused by 
wrong leadership who did not push operators to proper actions which would decrease 
number of these alerts send by monitoring systems on servers and reduce the incoming 
workload.  
Second issue is unification of tools usage. Both former teams used same tools but some 
of them were used in different way. Solution for this issue is easy and there is no need 
for further specification of this gap. 
What will be harder is procedures unification. Teams and its operators were used to 
perform their job for several years in some way and because of the merging they need to 
adjust them and do some of these procedures in a different way even though it was 
working just fine.  
There are also technical variations in form of different accesses to managed servers. 
Special accounts needs to be created so operators of former teams can access servers of 
the second one. 
The management needs to get in charge in this merging as the operators don’t find the 
advantages of the merging itself useful and therefore they are not willing to bring in 
active approach and attitude to complete this phase and make it work in a way that 
should in the end make their own work much easier. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSALS 
 
9 Improvement plan 
Improvement plan introduced in this thesis will be built on S.M.A.R.T bases. It will be 
specific and it will deal with particular problems of a real team that struggles from 
several deficiencies. There will be specified area for feedback of plan application so it 
can be measurable by any means. We will try to fulfill goal to create this plan in 
attainable way so resolutions of issues will be proposed in realistic and applicable form. 
All above mentioned will be administrated in advanced set up timeframe. Its parts will 
try to cover the most threatening gaps revealed in analysis in chapter 8. 
 
9.1 Dealing with instructions and documentation 
Issue analyzed and described in chapter 8.4.1 will be solved by application of a new 
web database that will be manageable online only by several persons responsible for it. 
It will also substitute several current used databases. There will be one person 
nominated from Italy site to be responsible for editing this database according to 
customer needs. This person will have another person as a support for updating tasks. 
This person will be nominated from CC team. The scope of customers will be divided 
between operators according to number of servers to be managed. The lesser number of 
operators will modify specific server instruction the lesser misunderstandings can arise 
of this procedure.  Responsibility for such a task can’t be in hands of only two persons 
as the instructions could change every day and these two persons are not at work 24/7. 
That is the reason why the support role will be shared among shift leaders and backup 
shift leaders as well to cover continuous regime.  
This database will also make the operator’s job easier as they will see all necessary 
information sorted in one online up to date web page with possibility to search for 
specific instruction.  
Development of this new tool should not take more than three months as other teams in 
the company are already using similar application. Implementation of this tool will be 
little bit complicated as there will be necessity to connect this tool with other already 
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using application and there will be also long chain of approvals for accessing necessary 
components for realizing such a project. 
 
9.2 Communication improvements 
The main improvement in this area lies in every member of the team who needs to 
follow rules of effective communication. The basic email spam is simply wasting time 
of operators. It is time that could be used for managing servers or paying attention to 
improvements and ideas developing the team. The basic rule says to be as specific and 
brief in every sent mail and include those people who are really concern in content of 
the message. 
There are also email messages generated for purposes of coverage server information 
database replication which is on every day at midnight. Easy steps to be taken are 
simply generating a list of servers put into production the particular day and creating 
instruction to check this database before managing server issue. 
Hand-over of important information within the team is handled by another database 
already created in built-in in operator’s main console. The problem is that this database 
is filling very quickly and reading of this database becomes disorganized and confusing. 
Therefore there is a need for separation of different types of notifications into this hand-
over database according to importance, date and categories. The operator has still option 
to use search function and look for particular information by simple press of keyboard 
combination. To describe the solution of this problem is in other words better 
organization of this database to make the important information visible and easy to find. 
Again operator needs to apply rules of effective communication already mentioned 
above. 
Another solution is required for inconvenient level of English while communicating 
important information. It does not matter if this fact is connected with email, phone or 
verbal communication. Official language of the company is English and fact that it is 
very hard to understand colleagues within the company should not be tolerated. This 
deficiency should be avoided right in the beginning in recruitment phase. The company 
has many requirements and it can happen that very valuable human resource has all to 
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pros but the single con is in language skills. In this case there is a possibility in form of 
internal language courses that would help the employee with his or her language and it 
could be also considered as one of the employee’s benefits. These programs would help 
to integrate such individual to collective and also to the working procedures where it is 
necessary to have appropriate level of official spoken language.  
 
9.3 Team structure, shift balancing and shift plan schedule 
Handling of huge inflow and outflow of operators in our team will be discussed also in 
Motivation chapter of the improvement plan where we will try to prevent such a 
situations. On the other hand it is still an issue belonging to team structure. In this part 
of the thesis we will try to find a solution that should cover already happening 
inflow/outflow of operators. 
Shifts need to be balanced all the time. It is in scope of team leader to proceed with 
swaps to balance shifts regarding head count and skills. It is not pleasant to change 
operators too often and therefore we need record and apply these swaps with putting 
importance on social aspect of individuals. At this moment only shift four has XX
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members and simple transfer of one operator before the new recruitment will be 
initiated will balance shifts to XX
5
 operators per shift. Proper balancing should be based 
on evaluation of the shifts regarding attitudes, performance and efficiency. For example, 
if shift number three suffers from lack of good performers but it has operators that are 
willing to work we need to transfer operator from shift four who is one of the best 
contributors to spread the skills and knowledge on shift three.   
This is necessary step to make the team work as one and to assure that provided service 
will be without any delays or quality issue. More focus need to be applied for advance 
shift planning in these cases as these swaps brings usually plenty of work for shift 
leaders who are preparing the shift plans as operators have already requested vacations. 
All of this can be managed and troubles coming up from these swaps are worth 
balancing the team.  
                                                 
5
 Head count is presented in complete version of this diploma thesis. 
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According to interview with members of the team it was very easy to decide which shift 
plan option are they for. All of them are willing to provide more efforts during the 
weekend with option two that has feature of split shifts so they can have bigger gaps 
between blocks of shifts. One of the main reasons most appreciated for them has been 
opportunity to take five days of vacation between block consisted of two early shifts, 
two split shifts and three night shifts and second block consisted of three late shifts and 
four night shifts as they gain eleven days in a row off.  
This shift plan has been already applied in the team and vote to keep it has been also 
influenced by fact that operators are used to it. Regarding planning of vacations it brings 
to the table also few disadvantages. As there is the split shift during the weekends, 
operators cannot simply take a vacation without finding substitution for them.  The 
early shift and late shift is covered by half of one shift which means that there would not 
simply be enough human resources to cover the workload. These two parts of one shift 
are also supported by two operators coming from night shift to balance minimum 
coverage so it usually results to have on average eight members on early shift, eight 
members on late shift and eight members on night shift during the weekend.  
 
9.4 Integration of newcomers and improvements of skill transferring 
It was a coming practice that it took a year for a newcomer to acknowledge all the alerts 
generated by monitoring system from servers that has a problem. This is too long time 
and we need the newcomer to be ready in five months. In first three we need to be ready 
to decide to keep the newcomer or not as his trial period is set up to be three months. 
Therefore the enhancement of integration is needed. 
After appropriate three rounds of tender the three welcome days are waiting for 
newcomer who just got on board into our team. On these welcome days there is a set of 
presentations prepared for the newcomer and in this period he should receive physical 
accesses to building, his badge and his security, healthy and fire alarm education. He 
will also follow presentation which is introducing the whole company, its long term 
plan and visions.  
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After these three days newcomer is placed for two day on central shift (9 am to 5 pm) to 
be introduced to the team and its members, he or she will be acquainted to basic 
procedures like shift schedule, beginnings and endings of shifts every day and of course 
to his or her role and operations he or she will perform. First day of the second week is 
newcomer placed on shift he will belong in long term. He or she will sign papers 
necessary to grant newcomer accesses to all tools and servers in scope. After this there 
is no obstacle for newcomer to begin fulfilling his or her regular role.  
One database will be set up for newcomers called Newcomer package. This database 
will be contain all necessary explanations of used tools and processes with detailed 
description and links to company wiki page where will be everything in written and 
understandable way so the newcomer can absorb theoretical knowledge to gain general 
orientation. He or she will be also supported by practical examples and by shift leader 
of every shift. As the newcomer package needs to conclude name of tools and detailed 
description of necessary process it will not be designed and described in this diploma 
thesis 
There will be also a plan for every week with specification which alerts need to be 
acknowledged in specific timeframe. After each of these time blocks there will be a 
feedback for shift leader in form of written test the newcomer needs to go through. 
Based on results of these test shift leader responsible for the newcomer will create half 
trial period feedback in sixth week and trial period feedback in the end of eleventh 
week. Based on this feedback will team leader and manager of the team decide to 
recruit a new member or they will welcome this newcomer in the team as he or she 
passed the trial period with success. After this trial period the newcomer should be able 
to work with help of other operators and he or she should be able to find appropriate 
databases that should help him to manage every single problem. Next two months are 
established to teach newcomer to understand the incoming problems into deep and to 
decrease time to resolve these problems and increase his efficiency and productivity. 
After these five months he or she should be able to manage all the consoles and tools 
individually.  Overall are the first three months the most important as the management 
can discover deficiencies and it can easily act in case they can’t be managed towards 
company’s requirements.  
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Focus needs to be also on rest of the experienced operators who have to support this 
newcomer with their skills and knowledge. The expectation of company is that if it pays 
for courses for experienced operators they will be willing to spread this acquired skill 
within the team and therefore the investment comes back multiplied. Same applies with 
every other skill acquired during their time served in the team.  
Another improvement will be increasing of cooperation with second level teams. Once 
in two months will be second level agent from every technical area (AIX, WINDOWS, 
DATABASES, MONITORING etc.) sent to our first level team to teach operators how 
to avoid useless escalation too these teams. This should decrease workload for second 
level teams and increase knowledge of CC team. This kind of skill transfer does not 
bring further costs for any of team budgets and therefore should be immediately applied 
into production and standard team procedures.  
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9.5 Enhancement of motivation and sense of ownership 
Motivation and sense of ownership is the main issue in CC team and therefore we will 
dedicate to this problematic most space in our improvement plan. This topic extends to 
a wide spectrum of issues already described in this thesis. It is connected with structure 
of team because of high outflow/inflow of old/new members. It is also associated with 
communication issues and with willingness of all members to keep documentation up to 
date. Motivated people can improve or enhance almost every process with their new and 
bright ideas as they realizes the fact that they are making their own work much easier 
with even a small idea brought to the table.  
As it is stated in theoretical part motivation could be task itself or its fulfillment or 
failure. Operator’s job includes many tasks that all together specify his or her role in the 
team. All operators have most of the time a single task - manage incoming alerts 
generated by monitoring system according their importance and time of happening. 
Together with following general team administrative instructions, skill transfer to each 
other, bringing new ideas and fulfilling role of customer sponsor it completes 
requirements of management for average profile of operator. The main problem is to 
make above mentioned tasks challenging for every operator to motivate him or her to 
increase his/her productivity, skills and willingness to support others with the same 
tasks. 
 
9.5.1 Evaluation and rewards 
The only reward company is currently providing is financial reward in form of year 
bonus and annual flat salary increase. That means there are basically two terms in a year 
when operators feel to try harder to get higher bonus or salary increase. First is usually 
the annual bonus in the end of first quarter of the year and right after it is flat salary 
increase in the end of second quarter. The first deficiency is in timing of these rewards 
and second one lies in foundations according which the rewards are granted.   
The reward as motivational tool is granted by manager of the team who is responsible 
for team budget. The problem is that he is not in direct contact with any operator. The 
only direct and planned contact is during half year sessions with manager when they are 
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discussing set up goals and whether or not the operator kept on following them. This 
could be cornerstone for granting rewards but it is an inefficient one. There are sets of 
metrics that manager generates by managerial tools to get facts according to which he 
can distinguish if the operators deserve higher or lower reward. The problem is that 
many factors can’t be found in these numbers and charts. Overall attitude can’t be read 
from numbers as well as willingness to follow company’s vision and ideas.  
Therefore there need to be set up a new process where shift leaders discuss every single 
operator and evaluate him in areas that correspond with team goals. These meetings 
should be scheduled on quarterly basis and they should cover operator’s performance, 
following instructions, attitude, willingness to support other members of the team, self-
educational efforts, participation on general team projects and last but not least fulfilling 
customer sponsor role. The main advantage is that shift leader spends all the working 
time with his or her operators as he overlook above them and therefore he or she can 
easily evaluate any of above mentioned properties. It will be done by scale of points 
from one to ten. One will be the worst value and ten will stand for the best one. 
Practical form has been created for this kind of meeting and it can be found as 
attachment of this diploma thesis.  
Another improvement regarding financial rewards will be proposal to higher 
management to change terms of these rewards to have six months between them. This 
could increase motivation to perform better during the whole year.  
Important for the motivation is also stimulation of cooperation and competitiveness. 
Beside the quarterly based meetings of shift leaders with management of the team there 
will be an online web page were the results of these meetings will be visible to all 
members of the team. Every shift will be evaluated by points according to productivity, 
efficiency and specific bonus points for cooperation on whole team projects.  These 
points will be granted by team leader. There will be also another chart displaying above 
mentioned properties (operator’s performance, following instructions, attitude, 
willingness to support other members of the team, self-educational efforts, participation 
on general team projects and fulfilling customer sponsor role) evaluated by manager 
and shift leader.  
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Visible results of the shift will stimulate competitiveness among four shifts of the team. 
List of operators sorted according to their contribution to the team will stimulate healthy 
competitiveness between operators and it will also make granting of rewards more fair 
because it will be visible by everyone and therefore everyone will have same chances to 
get to the top of the chart. 
We can also find another improvement in non financial area. Many of team members 
answered question number 11 of used research questionnaire with option a. which 
means that operators value a lot their free time. If the operator works hard enough and 
the workload is covered manager of the team should be able to grant a managerial day 
off for the top contributor of particular month. This will keep the whole team motivated 
to perform according to values mentioned above and this reward will be based on 
monthly results of visible chart of the operator’s contribution in evaluation tool also 
already mentioned in this chapter. The main advantage of this reward is its continuous 
application.  
Second most chosen option has been application of gift vouchers. This will of course 
bring additional costs (these cost are calculated in Appendix 3). This reward has been 
applied in the team before crises in 2008. To lower the costs to minimum has been this 
kind of reward cancelled. On the other hand we met with huge dissatisfaction and de-
motivation of team members after this step. The economic situation got back to normal 
and to restore continuous motivation of operators it would be worth to consider to apply 
again this benefit for example with lower frequency. Again based on performance, 
attitude and willingness to support needs of the team employee would get a package of 
these vouchers once in a quarter. Of course this reward can be given to person who 
participated on special ongoing projects or who came up with an idea which will help 
others save time or efforts while performing day to day activities.  
Third, less chosen option is setting up more teambuilding sessions. These sessions are 
usually paid by employees themselves or the operators have to at least contribute with 
certain finances. The surprising fact is that they often meet with success and they causes 
valuable open discussions to many working issues and problems in non official 
environment which could lead management to many great ideas that would not come up 
in normal situation. Beside that the main point of the teambuilding is get to know each 
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other and learn how to get along. Once in a year there is also a session sponsored by the 
company. The main disadvantage of the teambuilding is the complication in form of 
availability of operators caused by twenty-four/seven regime. The solution can be found 
in splitting the teambuilding into two sessions as two shifts can easily attend in the same 
date and time. The other option is to prolong the session into two days so all the team 
members will be able to attend a single event.  
According to discussion and experience in the team have most of the teambuilding 
sessions form of visit a restaurant or pub where all the operators and management of the 
team can sit together as equal and discuss work or personal matters. Another idea has 
been raised to focus the teambuilding towards form of a sport activity like bowling, 
climbing center, racing karts, or grill session with various outdoor activities (ball games 
and other supporting program). 
 
9.5.2 Sense of ownership 
Enhancement of sense of ownership is highly connected with responsibilities of every 
operator and it is result of many motivational techniques. Sense of ownership is 
generally caused by difficult challenges the company went through and the employees 
helped by their efforts to overcome these situations. These stories needs to be spread 
and everyone needs to have feeling that they are the ones who could bring such a 
resolution or idea that would really help the whole team a therefore their names are 
visible to everyone else as individuals who improved and enhanced functionality of 
some tool or procedure (LEONARD, 2007).  
Entrepreneurs owning their own businesses has incredible sense of ownership because 
they realize that working hard enough will bring results in form of finance but as well as 
appreciation from peers or others around. The difficult task here is to transfer this sense 
to his or her employees and in our case of big international and multicultural company 
to every subordinate within the team.  
To transfer the sense of ownership to every member of our team we can use several 
elements: 
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- job ownership, 
- sharing important information about the company, 
- employee’s benefit in form of shares, 
- ensuring trust among team members. 
 
9.5.2.1 Job ownership 
If we would be able to put operators in charge of part of their job role we should be able 
to increase their sense of ownership easily. Noelle C. Nelson (2006) mentioned in her 
article a very nice example of increasing sense of ownership in American company 
FedEx which enhanced ownership of its drivers by letting them be in charge of route 
planning. Figuring out the best way to serve their customer in the most effective way 
made the drivers feel they are in charge of very important task and therefore company 
incomes and his salary depends also on drivers’ decision (Give employees a Sense of 
Ownership, 2006).  
In our team it could be difficult to find an opportunity for transferring job ownership as 
the team is part of much bigger unit. We can do it by enlarging the role scope of every 
operator by giving them special task that are necessary to be done for example on 
weekly bases beside their standard job responsibilities. Shift leader of each shift can ask 
operator to stop working on standard server monitoring and for an hour pay attention to 
his sponsor role for particular customer to make documentation which is in his 
responsibility clear and understandable. Another operator can be in charge of server 
monitoring alerts reduction in sense of getting rid of fake and useless alerts or taking 
care of server accounts for rest of the shift so they will have always available their own 
account allowing them connect to the server without using shared password database 
which takes too much time.  
  
9.5.2.2 Sharing important information 
What the management needs to do is to share all necessary information that is important 
for whole company unit. If member of first level team is aware about company goals, 
challenges and interests he or she will realize that they are part of this huge unit and that 
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the company is dependent on their performance because it is all part of the big chain 
that can’t work without each team or its member. Therefore a presentation needs to be 
prepared for every team member sharing this information. As the team is working in 
twenty-four/seven regime two sessions will be set up once in half of the year for a 
department meeting. The main purpose of this meeting will be introduction of the team 
and its positions within the whole company. This will include team structure, what has 
been change since last department meeting, who left, who up skilled to another team 
and who joined the team instead. It will also present the current company goals, plans 
and visions so the employees can drive their roles towards them.  
Sense of ownership should be in this regard enhanced by team quality competition or 
reward for team that performed best in past year. This will be a visible quality reward 
spread through all departments of the company via company’s newsletter and other 
communication channels and it will also have advantage or privilege of higher team 
budget used for annual bonuses, salary increases or team building sessions. 
 
9.5.2.3 Shares 
Very powerful tool to increase sense of ownership that is already in place is to devote to 
every employee a package of company’s shares. They have certain value and there is 
also a strict condition that employee cannot operate with these shares until he or she 
serves company for another five years. This motivates employees to work hard and try 
to keep on their responsibilities to be able to use this financial benefit in future. It also 
motivates employees to try as best as they can as the results of their job is projected in 
the value of these shares.  
 
9.5.2.4 Ensuring trust among team members 
Patient is very important while building a sense of ownership. Employees need to 
cooperate together within the team. Therefore they need to know each other to create 
bonds and build trust which will lead to create a history of team work participation and 
stories that will bind the team members together.   
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CONCLUSIONS 
From the analysis of this thesis there were indentified several deficiencies that are 
slowing down and holding back the overall performance of the international and 
multicultural team in our company. Few of these are causing low efficiency of 
command center operators and therefore the improvement plan stated in this thesis 
should be applied. 
One of the biggest gaps has been spotted in low motivation of team operators and their 
sense of ownership against company’s assets and what is generally more important 
against customer assets. Other issues discovered by this diploma thesis is incomplete or 
not updated documentation and instructions that every operator should follow during his 
day to day activities and because of this fact there is created space for quality issues and 
dissatisfaction of clients. Above mentioned issues together with gaps in communication 
area, availability of human resources or integration of new members into the team are 
about to be eradicated by improvement plan presented in chapter nine.  
Several theoretical theories have been applied to identify what could be improved and 
added into current motivational procedures followed by management of the team. As 
according to Plamínek’s Atlas of management is the only general motivational reward 
hidden in finance evaluation a lot of focus is put into current rewarding system that 
should be more effectively applied together with other methods increasing sense of 
ownership through improved delegation of roles and responsibilities to every particular 
team member. Proposals suggested in this thesis are taking into consideration also 
economical factors and long term strategies and visions of the company which are very 
strictly planned and kept. On the other hand is also heard the voice of employees 
working for the team and willing to keep on good job performed by them if the 
management will be able to accept suggestions also provided in the text which are based 
on survey and research done among them. These improvements can cause higher costs 
and increased team budget for purposes of enhancement of whole team motivation and 
company image in eyes of its employees. 
It is also very important to mention that team operates within huge international 
company unit which is one of the biggest IT company in the world and therefore are 
many procedures already tuned and followed with very high efficiency. This fact is also 
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supported by tradition, history and experience that company has regarding the term of 
operating in IT business based on paying very high attention to innovations.  
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Appendix 1 
Questionnaire 
 
1. Name three things you like about your job as CC operator? 
 
 
2. Name three things you don’t like about your job as CC operator? 
 
 
3. In what areas do you see the strengths of our team? 
 
 
4. In what areas do you see the weaknesses of our team? 
 
 
5. Do you feel that all team members work together? 
 
 
6. Do you think that team usually acts to quickly without thinking things through? 
 
 
7. Is the communication within the team clear and understandable? 
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8. Is the communication with other teams clear and understandable? 
 
 
9. Is the team well organized in your opinion? 
 
 
10. Name any three things you would change as a manager of our team? 
 
 
11. Which one of following rewards would you find motivating for yourself? 
 
a. Managerial day off 
b. More often teambuilding sessions 
c. Gift Vouchers 
Please try to use as simple and clear answers as you can. Questionnaire is anonymous. 
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Appendix 2 
Technical evaluation form relevant to main operators activities 
 
ACK: How many alerts operator acknowledged? 
CLOSED: How many alerts have been closed by operator? 
TICKET OPENED: How many alerts have been escalated to higher teams? 
NOTES: Is operator fullfilling his/her customer sponsor role? How is his/her attitude? Is 
he/she proactive and supportive? 
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Appendix 3 
Ticket restaurant vouchers – costs 
Benefits for providers:  
- tax-deductible option for employers -  55% of the nominal value of the 
vouchers. 
-  The maximum tax savings for the employer and the employee is reached with 
nominal value of voucher that is 96 CZK (Source: Edenred, 2012 - 
http://www.edenred.cz). 
If the reward would be given to employee for best operator of the month who has 
best performance, who is visibly proactive and supportive  based on monthly 
evaluation records it would cost company 12 x 96 x [(100-55)/100] CZK  = 519 
CZK a year.  
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